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Air Man Battle: Ace of Blade (2nd) is a follow up of Ace of Blade: Ace of Blade (1st) in May 2018 that is releasing the second part of the story. Players will play as a new young man named "Makoto". His body has been changed by a disease, so he has developed a keen sense of hearing and touch. Through the ultra-special powers of the Blade Hammer, you can control the
world as the Blade Man. This is a console-style action game, starring the young protagonist "Makoto." "Makoto" has become a Blade Man, and has mastered the ultra-special powers of the Blade Hammer. Using various "Blade Hammer" techniques, "Makoto" can control the world as the Blade Man. ? The double-edged sword of the Blade Man ? There are many "Blade

Hammer" techniques in this game. We have created new techniques by mixing them with all the Blade Hammer techniques of Ace of Blade, and making them much stronger than in the original game. We also have developed a new "Rage Hammer" that has never appeared in previous games, that allows "Makoto" to perform desperate actions to overcome his enemies. For
instance, when using the Rage Hammer to absorb a Dragon Explosion, it will destroy any Dragon, a Dragon Cannon, or Thunderbolt, which is when your enemies become more ferocious. We want you to approach the game as you would in real life. Enemies will go through many changes in situation and conditions. ? Follow the story of our world where Blade Man is
called "Makoto" ? In Ace of Blade: Ace of Blade (2nd), there is the story of a boy called "Makoto," who lost his hearing after becoming infected with a disease. The world is ruled by "Dokuro" (Dragon); a girl called "Zuki" (Blade Girl) and the Blade Man called "Makoto." In this game, we have altered the fate of "Makoto" to a certain extent through various new Blade

Hammer techniques and Rage Hammer. In the end, we are pulling at the strings of fate, and players will decide the fate of "Makoto." Players will further understand the story through the ending movie that is included in the game. In this game, we have implemented new characters, new items, new monsters, and new Blade Hammer techniques. We hope that

Features Key:
168108 Levels

Puzzle.PZ
Free Game

PZ-Classic Video Game A+
PZ-Classic Video Game 9

PZ-Classic Game Kit Joystick
16x20inch LCD TFT Color Touch Screen Display

68,435 Font Characters
5124 Bitmap Characters

256 Index Characters

Rules

For Who:
Everyone!

How To Play:
Open the game and tap any wall. To explore the rooms, tap the entire screen to switch rooms.
Tap a dot to explore a room.
Tap the Hurling to enable a cannon.
Drag the Pencil to edit the Hurling
Tap the Hurling to set the power.
Tap the button to change the direction of the Hurling. Press the button once to make it really go.

Scroll the Hurling to control its movement.
Tap and hold the Hurling to attach the Hurling to another dot.
Tap each dot to place it.
Tap the can to change the party.
Tap once to drop the can. Drag once to move the can.
Tap the Hurling when dragging the can to find the 3 dots.
To take a picture, or to start a video clip, tap and hold the can.
Tap the camera icon to start a video clip, or tap the paper to take a picture.
Tap the letter to take a letter of the alphabet.
To find the other players, tap and hold a dot.

Click the @ To see the other players.
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